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ABSTRACT
The ability of an ISP to infer traffic volumes that are not
directly measurable can be useful for research, engineer-
ing, and business intelligence. Previous work has shown
that traffic matrix completionis possible, but there is as
yet no clear understanding of which ASes are likely to
be able to perform TM completion, and which traffic
flows can be inferred.
In this paper we investigate the relationship between
the AS-level topology of the Internet and the ability of
an individual AS to perform traffic matrix completion.
We first frame the questions through abstract analysis of
idealized topologies, and then use actual routing mea-
surements and topologies to study the ability of real
ASes to infer traffic flows.
Our first set of results identifies which ASes are best-
positioned to perform TM completion. We show, sur-
prisingly, that TM completion ability is not particularly
characteristic of ASes in the ‘core,’ nor does it help for
an AS to have many peering links. Rather, the most
important factor enabling an AS to perform TM com-
pletion is the number of direct customers it has. Our
second set of results focuses on which flows can be in-
ferred. We show that topologically close flows are eas-
ier to infer, and that flows passing through customers are
particularly well suited for inference.
1. INTRODUCTION
Interdomain traffic – the traffic flowing between au-
tonomous systems – is the fundamental workload of the
Internet. It reflects global economic activity and infor-
mation flow. Knowledge of interdomain traffic volumes
is therefore of immense engineering, scientific and soci-
etal interest.
On a more local scale, knowledge of interdomain traf-
fic volumes has great value for business intelligence.
Consider an ISP that is pondering a bid for a competi-
tor’s customer. That ISP has a significant advantage if
it knows how much business the competitor currently
does with the customer (i.e., how much traffic they ex-
change), and how the customer’s traffic would impact
the ISP’s network should the customer change providers.
Unfortunately, broad knowledge of interdomain traf-
fic volumes on the Internet is hard to come by. The in-
herently distributed architecture of the AS-level Internet
means that there is no single place where all Internet-
wide traffic can be measured, and the competitive rela-
tionship of the commercial Internet means that sharing
such information across organizational boundaries is un-
likely. The authors in [10] review the situation and note
that an inter-AS traffic matrix is an “elusive object.”
Hence we are prompted to turn to statistical infer-
ence where direct measurement is impossible. The prob-
lem can be cast in terms of atraffic matrix – measure-
ments of traffic volume from sources (rows) to destina-
tions (columns). Any given AS can observe some of
the elements of this matrix – namely, exactly the traf-
fic that flows through the AS. Can an AS ever ‘fill in’
the missing entries (corresponding to trafficnot flowing
through the AS) thereby ‘completing’ the matrix? Do-
ing so would give the AS a view of a much larger set
of traffic volumes, or even of traffic volumes across the
entire Internet.
Surprisingly, recent work has suggested that in some
cases, a single AScan complete at least some of the
missing portions of its traffic matrix [2, 27]. The gen-
eral idea (described in detail in Section 2) is as follows.
The first step is to note that traffic matrix elements show
strong statistical regularities. There are predictable rela-
tionships between elements, such that missing elements
can often be cast in terms of linear functions of observ-
able elements. One way of describing this phenomenon
is to note that traffic matrices often havelow effective
rank (which we define in Section 2). The second step is
to apply methods of statistical inference that are recently
emerging in the signal processing community, termed
matrix completion.These methods are specifically de-
signed to perform missing-element inference on matri-
ces that have low effective rank. A wide variety of such
methods have now been developed [3, 4, 5, 17, 25].
The key to matrix completion is the ability to ob-
serve a sufficiently useful subset of the matrix entries. If
enough entries, in the right positions, can be observed,
the rest of the entries can be ‘filled in.’ In the context of
interdomain traffic matrices, this question relates to the
network’s AS-level connectivity and routing patterns.
Some ASes, by virtue of their topological position and
commercial roles, may observe enough traffic passing
through their networks to allow them to infer traffic vol-
umesnot passing through their networks. Initial studies
have shown existence proofs that such inference is pos-
sible [2, 27]. The question is – for whom? For which
ASes is traffic matrix completion most likely to be suc-
cessful? And, for those ASes that can infer some TM
elements, which elements can they infer?
Those questions are the focus of this paper. We seek
to understandwhich ASes are likely to be able to per-
form TM completion,which elements they can infer,
andwhy. We seek to answer these questions from two
standpoints: from an analytical standpoint, we look for
graph-theoretic properties of the AS topology that lead
to increased traffic inference ability for an AS. And from
a practical standpoint, we look to answer to these ques-
tions in terms of metrics that relate to an ISP’s business
and engineering relationships – e.g., how many customers
and peering links it has.
To do so, we provide a framework for analyzing the
inference capability of a given AS based on its position
in the AS graph and the set of paths that pass through
it. This is the first contribution of our paper, and is inde-
pendently useful, for example, when an individual AS
seeks to evaluate its own inference capability. However,
once having developed this framework, our second con-
tribution is to apply the framework to a large AS graph
to investigate actual ASes and their TMs.
The first stage of our work explores the relationship
between TM completion ability and certain idealized
graph models. We develop an algorithm that allows us
to prove a lower bound on TM completion ability, and
using it we gain insight into how TM completion ability
relates to local graph topology.
The second stage of our work brings realistic routing
into the picture. For this we rely on an extensive survey
of the AS-level Internet, comprising over 100 million
AS paths, captured at a single time. This rich dataset
allows us to explore how TM completion ability varies
over the set of all ASes in the Internet.
The two sides of our effort mutually support our pri-
mary conclusions. We find that TM inference ability,
surprisingly, isnot particularly associated with ASes in
the Internet’s ‘core.’ Rather, the key to TM inference
ability lies in theset of customersof an AS. Our analysis
and measurements show that an AS’s customers provide
the AS with crucial knowledge of interdomain traffic
flows needed for TM completion. When asking which
flows are most readily estimated, we find that the closer
a flow passes to an AS in the BGP graph, the more read-
ily it may be estimated; and when an AS seeks to specif-
ically recover the entries of flows that pass through an-
other AS, it is most successful when the other AS is a





A traffic matrix (TM) is anm×n matrix T in which
Ti j is a measure of the traffic flowing from a set of IP
addressesSi to a set of IP addressesD j during a specific
time interval. At any moment, theview of a network
P consists of all the source-destination pairs(s,d) such
that any traffic flowing froms to d will at some point
pass throughP. A network’s view can be captured in
the form of anm×n visibility matrix M, whereMi j =
1 if traffic from Si to D j passes throughP, and zero
otherwise.
A key property for traffic matrices in our work islow
effective rank.If an m×n matrix T can be factored into
anm×d matrixX and ad×n matrixY, such thatXY =
T, thenT has rank (no greater than)d. If d≪ min(m,n)
then we sayT haslow rank. When working with mea-
surement data, a matrixT may be strictly speaking full
rank, but nonetheless well-approximated by a low-rank
matrix. That is, if there exists a rankd matrix T ′ such
that T ≈ T ′, we say thatT has low effective rank. For
example, we may use a least-squares criterion:T ≈ T ′ if
∑i, j(Ti j −T ′i j )2/∑i, j T2i j is small enough. Low rank is im-
portant because it means that elements ofT are related;
only a small amount of information (X andY) is needed
to constructT, so some elements ofT can be computed
as linear functions of other elements. Likewise, if a ma-
trix has low effective rank, then some elements can be
approximated as linear functions of other elements.
In this work, TMs will be organized as either node-
to-node TMs (in our idealized examples in Section 3) or
AS-to-prefix TMs (when using real topologies in Sec-
tions 4 and 5).
2.2 Properties of Traffic Matrices
Our work deals with large-scale inference of traffic
matrices that span ASes. While an interdomain TM re-
mains an “elusive object” [10], a few previous studies
have built models of interdomain traffic. The work de-
scribed in [13] estimates Web-related interdomain traf-
fic, using server logs from a large content delivery net-
work provider. The work described in [8] brings more
AS-specific information to the table, including business
relationship, population size, and AS role, and fuses this
information to form estimates of interdomain traffic vol-
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ume. These models and methods inform our work, but
the focus of our work is not explicitly on modeling TMs.
Rather, we only assume that TMs show low effective
rank.
Indeed, there is considerable evidence that traffic ma-
trices often show low effective rank. In [19], the authors
document low effective rank in measurements of tem-
poral traffic matrices, in which each column is a time-
series of the traffic volume between a source-destination
pair. In [2], the authors present a similar result for mea-
surements of spatial traffic matrices, in which the rows
represent the sources and the columns represent the des-
tinations (as do the matrices in this paper). More gen-
erally, traffic matrix modeling often assumes that TMs
have low effective rank. The often-usedgravity models
are rank-1 models; such models have been used, for ex-
ample, in [9, 20, 22, 23, 26]. Likewise, the authors in
[12] show that a rank-2 model is a good fit to measured
TMs. Finally, a number of papers have explicitly relied
on the property of low effective rank in TMs as the basis
for their results [2, 18, 27].
In this paper we start from the assumption that TMs
show low effective rank. However, we do not assume
that TMs have anyparticular effective rank; our analy-
ses and experiments treat matrix rankk as a parameter.
2.3 Traffic Matrix Completion
Our paper applies ideas from matrix completion to
traffic at the AS level. Matrix completion is a relatively
new area in statistical inference with a number of recent
results [5, 17]. The matrix completion problem consists
of recovering a low-rank matrix from a subset of its en-
tries. Let them×n matrixT having rankk≪ min(m,n)
be unknown, except for a subset of its entriesΩ which
are known. If the setΩ contains enough information,
andT meets a condition calledincoherence,then there
is a unique rank-k matrix that is consistent with the ob-
served entries.
Recently, a variety of algorithms have been proposed
that solve the matrix completion problem under various
assumptions [3, 4, 5, 17, 25]. These algorithms are typ-
ically analyzed under the assumption that the locations
of the known entries ofT are distributed uniformly at
random across the matrix. However, matrix completion
can be possible when the location of entries are not uni-
formly spread across the matrix. In particular, the algo-
rithm in [21] does not assume uniformly spread entries,
and furthermore has a more general capability. Rather
than focusing exclusively on matrix completion, it can
also be used to identifywhichelements of a matrix can
be recovered, even when full completion is not possible.
It is this property of the algorithm that we make use of
in our work. We review this algorithm and our use of it
in the next subsection.
Given the tendency for traffic matrices to show low
effective rank, a number of authors have applied ma-
trix completion to different types of TMs. In particular,
the authors in [27] develop algorithms for accurately re-
covering missing values (due to measurement failures)
in intra domain TMs in which the sources and destina-
tions are in the observer’s network. And in the study
mentioned previously, the authors in [2] develop meth-
ods for inferring traffic volumes for traffic that does not
pass through the observer’s network, and hence cannot
be measured. In [2], the authors show that a network
P can infer the traffic that does not flow throughP but
flows through its direct customer networkT. However
[2] only demonstrates this for one particular pair of net-
works and does not give insight into when TM comple-
tion is possible in general. In contrast, our paper asks
the broader question - what relationship shouldP andT
have in order for TM completion to be successful.
2.4 ICMC and AICMC
To analyze the ability of an AS to perform matrix
completion, we adopt a particular algorithm from the
matrix completion literature calledInformation Cascad-
ing Matrix Completion (ICMC)[21]. ICMC can be ap-
plied to matrices that are exactly low-rank, or approx-
imately low-rank; for simplicity in the description be-
low we describe it as applied to an exactly low-rank
matrix. However extensions to deal with approximately
low-rank matrices are not difficult, as described in [21].
ICMC assumes that them×n matrixT having rankk
is non-degenerate, meaning thatT can be factored into
the matricesX ∈ Rm×k andY ∈ Rk×n such that anyk
rows ofX are linearly independent, anyk columns ofY
are linearly independent, andXY = T. The basic idea
of ICMC is to progressively compute rows ofX and
columns ofY so that(XY)i j = Ti j , ∀(i, j) ∈ Ω.
In fact, our goal in this paper is not performing matrix
completion per se, but rather identifyingwhetherand
whenmatrix completion is possible. Hence we employ
ICMC in a manner we refer to asabstract ICMC, or
AICMC.
AICMC may be expressed in terms of operations on
a bipartite graph, as shown in Figure 1. The graph con-
sists of two sets of vertices,U = {ui , i = 1, . . . ,m} and
V = {v j , j = 1, . . .n}. An edge exists betweenui andv j
if (i, j) ∈ Ω; otherwise no edge exists. Thus there is a
correspondence between vertexui and rowi of X; and
there is a correspondence between vertexv j and column
j of Y.
AICMC progresses by successively marking vertices
as ‘infected,’ which means that the corresponding row
of X or column ofY can be recovered. The setL con-
sists of infectedu vertices, andR consists of infectedv
















































































































Figure 1: AICMC Example: T is a4×4 data matrix (not shown) of rank k = 1. T ’s known elements correspond
to the positions of the 1s in its visibility matrix M (left side of the figure). The steps of AICMC are: (1)L = {u1},
(2) R= {v2,v4}, (3) L = {u1,u2,u4}, (4) R= {v1,v2,v4}. The algorithm stops at the end of (4). The completed
elements are(1,1), (2,1), (2,4), and (4,2) - 1s shown in bold inM (right side of the figure).
be infected if there are at leastk edges fromv j to ver-
tices inL. Analogously, infectingui requires at leastk
edges fromui to vertices inR. When no more nodes can
be infected, the setL identifies the rows ofX that can
be recovered, andR identifies the recoverable columns
of Y. The authors in [21] prove the correctness of this
process for recoveringX andY.
Figure 1 shows an example visibility matrix and cor-
responding bipartite graph. This process is shown in the
figure for k = 1. Starting with infected vertexu1, each
step progressively infects nodes on alternating sides of
the bipartite graph. While in this case the final set of in-
fected nodes corresponds to the largest connected com-
ponent, note that fork > 1 the final set of infected nodes
is not necessarily the largest connected component.
To start the algorithm, one notes that the solutionX,Y
is not unique, and hence without loss of generality the
algorithm can be initiated by setting anyk rows ofX to
thek×k identity matrix, and marking the corresponding
k vertices as infected (forming the initial population of
the setL). Beginning from this initial set of infected
nodes, the algorithm proceeds by alternately adding to
the setsR andL. When these sets contain all vertices in
the graph, the entire matrix has been recovered at rank
k.
That said, one can set aside the graph interpretation
and express AICMC simply in terms of an observer’s
visibility matrix M. Note thatMi j = 1 iff (i, j) ∈ Ω.
AICMC proceeds as follows:
1. Choosek rows ofM and setL to those rows.
2. If L contains all rows ofM and R contains all
columns ofM, stop - the matrixT can be fully
recovered. Otherwise:
(a) For every column ofM such that there are at
leastk 1s in rows from setL, add the column
to R. If there are no such columns, stop.
(b) For every row ofM such that there are at least
k 1s in columns from setR, add the row toL.
If there are no such rows, stop.
3. Go to 2.
At completion, an element(i, j) can be recovered if row
i is in L and columnj is in R. Thus AICMC allows us
to examine an AS’s visibility matrix, and identify, for
each invisible element, whether it can be recovered at
a given rank (or approximate rank). In Figure 1 the
recoverable elements are shown on the right side of the
figure. Note that if an AS can complete its TM at rank
k, it can complete it at any rankr ≤ k.
2.5 Interdomain Topology
A central aspect of our work is establishing a con-
nection between the AS-level topology of the Internet,
and the ability of individual ASes to do traffic matrix
completion. Hence we rely on the considerable body
of work that has characterized the AS level topology, of
which we can only review a portion here.
At the highest level, the AS graph is usually charac-
terized as having roughly three distinguishable parts [6,
15, 16, 24]. Forming the center of the graph is a mesh-
like core that is a clique or ‘almost’ a clique. This core
is fed by a collection of ASes in provider-customer rela-
tionships that are ‘tree-like’ but not strictly trees. Finally
the vast majority of ASes arestubs,ASes at the edge of
the network having no customers themselves. A num-
ber of methods have been proposed for organizing ASes
into a small number oftiers [15, 24].
In our work we seek a finer-grained and less arbitrary
measure of centrality in the AS graph than tiers, and so
we turn to a tool for graph analysis calledk-core de-
composition1 [1]. K-core decomposition separates the
vertices of a graph into successive sets called “shells”.
These are operationally defined: the 1-shell consists of
all nodes of degree 1, plus all nodes that become degree-
1 when degree-1 nodes are removed. Removing all such
nodes leaves only nodes of degree-2 and higher, and the
process repeats. As described in [6], this is a parameter-
1Note that parameter k used in k-core decomposition repre-
sents degree order It is unrelated to rank parameterk we use
throughout the paper.
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free way of characterizing the AS graph, and it natu-
rally identifies a ‘nucleus’ (innermost shell) of the graph
which is observed to consist of major provider ISPs, ma-
jor IXPs, CDNs and content providers. In our data the
nucleus is shell 58, containing 120 ASes. Each node
in the nucleus is connected to about 70% of the other
nodes.
Our knowledge of the AS level graph is derived from
measurements, and is generally understood to be imper-
fect. A good review of the issues is presented in [10], but
a persistent concern is that maps of the AS graph miss
links, in particular peering links [7]. Missing links may
result in some inaccuracy in certain graph metrics we
use:k-core decomposition, degree, number of peers and
number of customers. For that reason we do not base re-
sults on precise values of these metrics, but rather focus
on the trends seen as these metrics vary. However miss-
ing links donot cause inaccuracies for our key metrics:
completion ability and expected rank (defined below).
This is because (as explained in Section 4.1) we select a
subset of all AS paths in such a way that these metrics
are known with high confidence.
Finally, a portion of our results relies on the classifi-
cation of AS-AS links as customer-provider or peer-peer
(we do not consider sibling-sibling links). For this we
rely on the body of knowledge that has been built up on
how to do this classification since [14], and in particular
rely on the comprehensive approach used in [11].
3. ANALYSIS
Our first step is to develop high-level insight about
the relationship between graph topologies and the op-
portunity for traffic inference. We do that by establish-
ing provable lower bounds on traffic matrix completion
in various idealized networks. These models necessarily
ignore important aspects of the AS level Internet (e.g.,
they assume shortest-path, symmetric routing) but our
goal here is to build intuition. Later, in Sections 4 and 5,
we will examine real AS level graphs.
Each of our idealized models starts with a particu-
lar graphG = (V,E), with |V| = n. Each nodevi ∈ V
sends one traffic flow to every nodev j ∈ V (including
vi itself). All flows travel over shortest paths, assum-
ing edges have unit weight. In each graph we designate
an observer node, denotedvo; we will analyze the ob-
server’s ability to do traffic inference.
The information available to the observer node is sum-
marized in avisibility matrix M of sizen× n. We set
Mi j = 1 if the flow fromvi to v j passes throughvo and
so is measurable byvo; otherwise we setMi j = 0. By
convention we assignvo to matrix index 1. Thus the first
row and the first column ofM are always fully populated
with 1s, since all traffic that originates or terminates at


























Figure 2: Full mesh network.
tions about flow routing,M is symmetric.
To find a lower bound on the traffic inference capa-
bilities of vo, we apply Abstract ICMC (AICMC) toM
as described in Section 2.4. Using AICMC we can iden-
tify invisible elements of the network-wide traffic matrix
that can be recovered byvo, assuming the traffic matrix
is rankk. For simplicity, we ask the following question
in each case: For what values ofk canvo recover the
entire TM? Larger values ofk imply a greater ability to
do TM completion.
We study a progression of idealized networks, start-
ing with highly decentralized networks, then moving
to trees and tree-like networks, and finally considering
some more specialized topologies that are inspired by
the connection pattern of ASes in the Internet.
3.1 Idealized Networks
We study three idealized networks: a clique, and two
trees that differ in terms of size and degree.
Clique.
In a clique (a full mesh), there is a direct link between
every pair of nodes (Figure 2). As a result, the observer
nodevo can only measure flows having itself as either
source or destination, resulting in the visibility matrix
shown in the Figure.
PROPOSITION 3.1. Given a full mesh with n nodes,
(a) the observer can complete its TM for k= 1; and (b)
the observer cannot complete its TM at any rank k> 1.
PROOF. For (a), Step 1a:L = {1}; Step 1b: R =
{1, . . . ,n}; Step 2a:L = {1, . . . ,n}, completing the proof.
For (b), whenk > 1, no choice ofk rows yields more
than one column withk 1s, so completion is impossible
at rankk > 1.
Trees.
Figure 3 shows an example tree and the visibility ma-
trix of an arbitrary observer node,vo. Nodevo has two
children, which form the roots of itsleft andright sub-
trees (extension to the case wherevo has more than two



















































children are referred to asothers. The visibility matrix
reflects the fact that the observer can measure traffic be-
tween nodes in its subtrees and others, and traffic be-
tween nodes in its right and left subtrees. The observer
cannot measure traffic flowing solely within the right
subtree, or within the left subtree, or among others.
PROPOSITION 3.2. Given a tree containing an ob-
server node vo with (at least) two children, as in Figure
3, let nr be the number of nodes in the right subtree, nl
be the number of nodes in the left subtree, and no be the
number of other nodes. If nr ≥ k− 1, nl ≥ k− 1, and
no ≥ k−1, the observer can complete its TM at rank k.
PROOF. LetNl be the indices of the left children,Nr
be the indices of the right children, andNo be the in-
dices of the other nodes. Step 1a:L = {1, . . . ,k}; Step
1b: R= {1,Nl ,No}. Step 2a:L = {1, . . . ,n}; Step 2b:
R= {1, . . . ,n}.
Note that the proposition doesnothold if the observer
has only one child; observation of trafficbetweenchil-
dren is important for overall traffic matrix completion.
The previous proposition showed that the number of
customers in each subtree matters. Next, we show that
local connectivity (node degree) matters as well.
PROPOSITION 3.3. Given a tree (a star) consisting
of an observer node vo connected to d other individ-
ual nodes, the observer can complete its TM at rank k,
where2k≤ d+1.
PROOF. Step 1a:L = {1, . . . ,k}; Step 1b:R= {1,k+
1, . . . ,n}. Step 2a:L = {1, . . . ,n}; Step 2b:R= {1, . . . ,n}.
Thus there are two node characteristics that influence
the ability to complete the TM in a tree: the observer can
complete its TM if the number of nodes in each of its
subtrees is high enough, or if its degree is high enough.
3.2 Internet-Like Graphs
Now we turn to graph models that are intended to cap-
ture aspects of the Internet topology at the AS level. We
apply the idealized graph models studied above to var-
ious Internet-inspired topologies. Again, these models
ignore important aspects of the AS level Internet, but
we build some intuition about the AS level Internet by
studying them.
Our first model is a full mesh of nodes, each of which
is the root of a subtree, as illustrated in Figure 4. This
model is intended to capture some aspects of the re-
lationship between top-tier ASes, as described in Sec-
tion 2.5.
PROPOSITION 3.4. Given a mesh of trees in which
each mesh node vi is the root of a tree, the observer mesh
node vo has at least two child trees each of size at least
nc ≥ k− 1, and the sum of the sizes of all other trees
(including the roots) is≥ k− 1, the observer node vo
can fully complete its visibility matrix at rank k.
PROOF. Straightforward adaptation of Proposition 3.2.
This example shows that even though a node partic-
ipates in a decentralized mesh (as for example happens
at the top of the AS hierarchy), if it has enough nodes in
its subtrees it can complete its traffic matrix.
Single-Parent Stub Customers.
Next we turn to analyze models of AS topologies that
are more typical further down in the AS hierarchy. We
definesingle-parent customersas nodes that use only
one provider to connect to the rest of the network during
the time interval in which measurements are taken. Note
that single-parent customers are not necessarily single-
homed customers — they may have multiple providers,
but they only route traffic through one provider at any
given time.
A node with single-parent customers can see the traf-
fic between these customers and the rest of the network.
Figure 5 (left) shows an observervo that hask single-
parent customers,c1, . . . , ck, which are stub networks.
Figure 5 (right) shows the visibility matrix ofvo.
PROPOSITION 3.5. Given a network of size n, an ob-
server vo that has k single-parent stub customers can
complete its visibility matrix M at rank k, where n≥
2k+1.
PROOF. Simple extension of Proposition 3.3.
An important loss of visibility occurs when some cus-






































Figure 5: A node with k single-parent customers
and c j have a peering relationship,vo can not see the
traffic between them. This yields a visibility matrix like
Figure 5, but with two more 0 entries on the upper left
submatrix. In general, this type of peering relationship
can happen between more than one pair of customers. In
the worst case, all customers have peering relationships
and this makes the upper left part ofM all 0s except for
its first row and column.
PROPOSITION 3.6. Given a network of size n, for an
observer vo that has k single-parent stub customers, if
at least k− p−1 of its customers have no more than p
peering links with other customers, where p≥ 0 and n≥
2k+1, then vo can complete its TM at rank r= k− p.
PROOF. Assume that customers are indexed (starting
from 2) in order of increasing number of peering links.
Step 1a:L = {1, . . . , r}; Step 1b:R= {1,k+ 2, . . . ,n}.
Step 2a:L = {1, . . . ,k+ 1}; Step 2b: R = {1, . . . ,n};
Step 3a:L = {1, . . . ,n}.
This shows that the presence of a limited amount of
peering links diminishes, but does not necessarily de-
stroy, the observer’s ability to complete its TM.
Single-Parent Customer Trees.
Next, we consider non-stub single-parent customers.
We refer to the set of all single-parent descendants of
the observer as itsSingle-Parent Customer (SPC) Tree.
Figure 6 shows a SPC tree example. In this example,vo
cannot observe traffic betweenc1 - c2, c1 - c3, c2 - c3, or
c4 - c5. Note that this creates the same visibility matrix
as the case where all nodesc1, . . . ,c5 are stubs, but with
peering relationships between the pairs (c1, c2), (c2, c3),
(c1, c3), and (c4, c5).
PROPOSITION 3.7. Given a node vo and its SPC tree,
any subtree of vo which consists of d nodes creates the
same visibility matrix as the case where the nodes are
stubs, and there are peering links between each pair of
nodes of the subtree.
PROOF. Clear by construction.
Thus a subtree of sized has the same completion ef-














































































































Figure 7: Multi-Parent customers.
given an observervo and its SPC tree, proposition 3.7
and 3.6 can be used together to determine matrix com-
pletion ability at any rank. For example, the network in
Figure 6 is equivalent to one having five stub customers,
each having no more than 2 peering links, and sovo can
complete its matrix at rank 3.
PROPOSITION 3.8. Consider a network of size n, and
a node vo which has a SPC tree that consists of m sub-
trees of sizes d1, . . . , dm. Let k be the total number of
customers in this SPC tree s.t. d1 + · · ·+ dm = k and
2k + 1 ≤ n. Let the size of some subtrees be smaller
than p+1, i.e., d1, . . . ,di ≤ p+1, where p≥ 0. For vo
to complete its visibility matrix M of rank r= k− p, it
must be true that d1 + · · ·+di ≥ k− p−1.
PROOF. Follows from Propositions 3.6 and 3.7.
Multi-Parent Customers.
Finally, we consider the influence of multi-parenting
on the ability of a node to do TM completion. We de-
fine multi-parent customersas nodes that use multiple
providers to connect to the rest of the network during
the time interval in which measurements are taken. Note
that all multi-parent customers are multi-homed customers.
Assume that the observervo has a multi-parent cus-
tomerci . Customerci exchanges traffic with some nodes
in the rest of the graph, as well as the other customers
of vo, throughvo. However,ci also exchanges traffic
with some other nodes in the rest of the graph through
other providers. The example graph in Figure 7 yields
the visibility matrix shown in the Figure.
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PROPOSITION 3.9. Given a network of size n, an AS
vo, which has c+1 multi-parent customers out of k cus-
tomers, is guaranteed to fully complete its visibility ma-
trix M at rank k−c, where c≥ 0 and n> 2k+1.
PROOF. Omitted.
Thus, Proposition 3.9 can not provide a guarantee that
a multi-parent customer can improve an node’s TM com-
pletion ability. However, in practice there are a number
of ways in which the flows sent by the multi-parent node
through the observer may contribute to TM completion
ability. First, they may nonetheless provide sufficient
visibility to improve TM completion, since the Propo-
sition only establishes a lower bound on ICMC’s per-
formance; and second, the additional visibility may be
useful when using inference methods other than ICMC.
In summary, the examples in this section have pro-
vided a number of insights into the relationship between
graph topology and TM completion ability. First, we
find that the decentralized nature of meshes is a strong
impediment to TM completion. On the other hand, tree
structures can be suitable for TM completion, and two
aspects of a tree are important: increasing the degree of
the observer node and increasing the number of nodes
in each subtree both tend to improve TM completion.
Applying these models to Internet-like topologies, Propo-
sition 3.4 suggests that despite its mesh-like nature, the
topological relationship of top-tier ASes is amenable to
TM completion. For ASes further down in the AS hier-
archy, Proposition 3.5 shows the value of having single-
parent customers, while Proposition 3.6 shows that peer-
ing relationships between one’s customers are detrimen-
tal, but only in a limited way, to TM completion. Propo-
sitions 3.7 and 3.8 show that when one’s customers them-
selves are providers, nodes deeper in the tree contribute
more limited information for TM completion.
Taken together, Propositions 3.5 and 3.8 show that
it is good to have a large single-parent customer tree,
and it is better for those nodes to be arranged in a wide
tree rather than a deep tree. For example, we can com-
pare two organizations of a SPC tree, as shown in Fig-
ure 8. Consider the case when an ASvo hask ASes
in its SPC tree (and assume the network as a whole is
large enough). When all ofvo’s descendants are its di-
rect customers (a), it can complete its TM at rankk. In
comparison, when only two ofvo’s descendants are di-
rect customers (b), that is, its customers are grouped in
two subtrees each of sizek/2, it can only complete at
rank at mostk/2.
4. WHICH ASES CAN DO TM
COMPLETION?
The analyses in the previous section provide some in-






















Figure 8: Comparison of two SPC trees.
but they have a number of drawbacks. First, although
the previous analyses give some indication of what con-
ditions are best to allow an AS to perform TM comple-
tion, it is not clearwhere in the Internet those condi-
tions are most prevalent. Second, the analyses assume
highly idealized network models, which differ signifi-
cantly from the actual AS topology. For example, the
analyses assume there is a single source and destination
in each node, and that routing is shortest-path and sym-
metric. These assumptions are all invalid in the AS-level
Internet.
In this section we evaluate the ability of real ASes to
do TM completion. Our goal in doing so is twofold:
first, we seek to verify that the positive results from
Section 3 hold in practice – namely, that TM comple-
tion is possible, at least for certain rank matrices, in the
real Internet. Second, we seek to answer a set of natu-
ral follow-on questions. In particular, we would like to
know: (1) Given that the analyses in the previous sec-
tion suggested that TM completion may be possible at
different ‘locations’ in the Internet (ie, among top-tier
ISPs as well as ISPs lower in the AS hierarchy), where
in fact is the opportunity for TM completion greatest?
And: (2) Given that the analyses in the previous section
pointed to various factors that can influence TM com-
pletion ability, what factors are actually most significant
in the Internet?
4.1 Data
To answer these questions we analyze a large survey
of AS paths in use in the Internet. Our data consists
of a snapshot of all active BGP paths in use by 376
ASes(monitors), taken at midnight UTC on August 6th,
2010. The dataset consists of over 100 million AS paths,
and contains 524,761 unique prefixes. (Note that not all
BGP tables show paths to all prefixes.) Because these
paths are theactivepaths at the time of collection, each
path represents the sequence of ASes that traffic will
flow through when going from the particular monitor to
the path’s destination prefix.2
2We are ignoring possible configuration errors, false BGP ad-
vertisements, or path changes that have not yet reached the
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Next we select a subset of monitors and a subset of
prefixes such that, for every monitor and every prefix,
our dataset contains the AS path from the monitor to the
prefix. This results in 133 monitors and 225,041 pre-
fixes.
Because we have the path from every monitor to ev-
ery destination, we can construct visibility matrices for
every AS appearing in the dataset – 28,763 ASes. These
visibility matrices have size 133× 225,041; for each en-
try in each visibility matrix, we can determine whether
its value is 0 or 1. This is because we have the AS path
corresponding to each element of the matrix, and to de-
termine the 0-1 status of that element for a particular
observer AS, we simply need to check whether the ob-
server AS appears on that AS path. So our input to the
analyses below consists of over 28,000 visibility matri-
ces, each of which consists of about 30 million elements,
known with high confidence.
Of course, these visibility matrices are only a portion
of the complete visibility matrix of each AS, so our anal-
yses in this section concern each AS’s attempt to apply
matrix completion to a portion of its TM.
In some our results, we make use of AS relationships
(customer/provider and peer/peer); for that purpose we
use the AS relationship labeling performed and pub-
lished by CAIDA [11], which is based on the most com-
prehensive methodology available at present.
4.2 Metrics
We characterize an observer AS in two ways: via
standard metrics used in the study of complex networks,
and using metrics that capture networking-specific prop-
erties. First, to measure “centrality” of an observer AS,
we use itsk-core decomposition shell(or just “k-shell”)
[1]. As described in Section 2.5, the k-core decompo-
sition identifies shells (vertex sets) of a graph that are
nested, and successively more densely interconnected.
Since we have seen in Section 3 that node degree is sig-
nificant, we also measure each observer’sdegree(the
number of ASs that are adjacent along a BGP path with
the observer). Finally, we also consider networking-
specific metrics: the number of customers of the ob-
server, and the number of peers of the observer.
Each observer’s TM completion ability depends on
the rankk at which TM completion is attempted, with
higher rank indicative of more accurate completion abil-
ity. In most cases in our data, observers cannot complete
their entire TMs. However, AICMC identifies the sub-
set of elements that can be recovered for any given rank.
Thus rather than asking “at what rankk can the entire
TM be recovered?” as we did in Section 3, here we use a
different metric, which we callexpected rank.Expected
monitors – each of which we expect to have negligible effects
on our results.
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Figure 10: Peer degree vs. customer degree.
rank is defined as the expected value of the maximum
rank at which a randomly chosen entry can be recov-
ered. To compute the metric, we take the average over
all non-visible entries of the maximum rank at which the
element can be recovered (using zero when the element
cannot be recovered at any rank).
Note that the matrices we use in this section are not
structured the same way as those in Section 3. For exam-
ple, matrices in this section are not symmetric, and are
indexed differently. Because of this, rank values can-
not be compared directly. Hence our focus is on how
effective rank varies, rather than its specific value.
4.3 Results
We first consider whether centrality in the Internet as
measured by k-shell is a good predictor of TM comple-
tion ability. For this, we look at the top 500 ASes in
terms of k-shell number. Figure 9(a) shows two views of
the results. The upper plot shows a scatterplot of k-shell
versus expected rank, and the lower plot shows expected
rank for ASes in order of decreasing k-shell number. In
the lower plot, values have been smoothed to reduce the
effects of noise.
The figure shows that centrality as measured by k-
shell has some relationship to completion ability, but
the relationship is not strong. Among ASes in the in-
nermost shell (the nucleus), many have low completion
ability. In fact, on average ASes in the core have lower
completion ability than those ‘just outside’ the core.
Since centralityper se is not a strong indicator of
completion ability, we turn to the analyses in Section 3
to guide our intuition. Proposition 3.3 showed that in-
creasing the degree of a node can increase its TM com-
pletion ability. The relationship between degree and TM
completion ability is shown in Figure 9(b). The figure
shows that degree is a much better predictor of comple-
tion ability than centrality.
However, close examination of Figure 9(b) shows that
9











































































Figure 9: Expected rank as a function of (a) k-shell and (b) degree. Upper: Scatterplot; Lower: ASes in metric
rank order (smoothed).
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Figure 11: Effect of peers vs. customers completion ability.
some of the very highest-degree ASes have poor com-
pletion ability. Further consideration of the implications
of Proposition 3.3 suggest an explanation that sharpens
our understanding. The proposition was based on the
assumption of shortest-path routing, and so does not di-
rectly apply to the AS graph. In particular, in the AS
graph, a link may be between customer and provider, or
it may be between two peers. The topology considered
in Proposition 3.3 resulted in traffic between nodes flow-
ing through the observer, and so links in that case were
analogous to customer-provider links. In contrast, in the
AS graph, traffic between two peers of the observer does
notflow through the observer, because peers do not tran-
sit traffic for other peers.
This suggests that we should separate a node’s degree
into two components: the number of customer links, and
the number of peer links.3 This separation is shown in
Figure 10, which plots customer degree against peer de-
gree across the highest-degree ASes. The figure shows
that high-degree ASes tend to fall into two different groups
(shown in circles): some have more customer links than
peer links, while others have more peer links than cus-
tomer links.
Thus, it makes sense to analyze these two groups sep-
arately. If our analysis based on Proposition 3.3 is cor-
rect, ASes with high customer degree should show in-
creased TM completion ability, while those with high
peer degree should not necessarily show high comple-
tion ability.
3The number of provider links per AS in our data is usually
quite small and we ignore them in this analysis.
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Figure 12: Expected rank vs. entropy for ASes hav-
ing comparable densities.
This is in fact confirmed by our results, which are
shown in Figure 11. Figure 11(a) shows TM comple-
tion ability versus the number of peers of the observer
AS. There is no strong relationship between number of
peers and completion ability; in fact the ASes with the
greatest number of peers (more than 100) all have quite
poor completion ability. In the figure, the filled (red) di-
amonds correspond to those ASes with the highest num-
ber of customers; it can be seen that these are the ASes
with the greatest completion ability, but which typically
have intermediate peer degree.
We can understand this difference by examing the in-
fluence of customers and peers on the visibility matrix
of the observer AS. We do this by examining how many
knowns (visible flows) are contributed to an observer AS
on average by a customer and by a peer, for the set of
ASes in Figure 11(a). Figure 11(b) shows a histogram
of this quantity for customers, and Figure 11(c) shows
the result for peers. The histograms show that often, a
customer provides a highly dense column of the visi-
bility matrix, while a peer typically provides very few
entries in the visibility matrix. In particular, a single-
parent stub customer provides a complete column.
In this regard, it is also important to note that improv-
ing completion ability is not simply a matter of maxi-
mizing the number of visible elements in the AS’s traf-
fic matrix. It is importantwherein the matrix the visible
elements appear. In general, it is better for visible ele-
ments to be broadly distributed across columns and rows
of the matrix. To demonstrate this fact, we select a set
of 9 ASes with comparable density of visible elements
— all ASes for which the number of visible elements
lies in the range (4×105, 6×105). To characterize the
dispersion of visible elements we measure their entropy





N ) whereCj is the total
number of knowns in columnj andN is the total number
of knowns in the entire matrix.
The relationship between entropy and expected rank





Figure 13: Computing distance to a flow. Flowsx and
y take AS paths ofE−B−C and C−D−E, respec-
tively. The distance betweenA and flow x is 1 while
the distance betweenA and flow y is 2.
tropy measure is large, visible elements are dispersed
throughout the columns, while when it is small, visible
elements are concentrated in few columns. The figure
shows that ASes with very similar numbers of visible
flows can vary considerably in their completion ability,
and that completion ability is much better when visible
elements are spread widely across the columns of the
matrix.
In summary, our results in this section confirm key
elements of our analysis from the previous section. In
particular, our results point to the importance of having
customers as a resource for TM completion. Further, we
find that ASes best at TM completion are not generally
the ‘central’ ASes in the Internet – they do not typically
have a large number of peers, nor do they tend to be in
the innermost, densest-connected k-shell.
5. WHICH ELEMENTS CAN BE
RECOVERED?
While the results in the last section focused on com-
paring ASes globally across the Internet, we now turn to
questions that are specific to individual ASes. Since a
given AS may only be able to recover some of its invisi-
ble elements, it is important to develop an understanding
of whichelements are most readily estimated.
To capture the relationship between an AS and a flow
that is invisible to that AS, we define a metric for dis-
tance between an AS and a flow. Figure 13 illustrates
how flow distances are computed. For any given AS
and flow, we find the shortest-path distance in the AS
graph between the observer AS and each AS that the
flow passes through. The distance between the AS and
flow is the minimum of these shortest path distances. Of
course, the distance to a known flow is zero.
To get a sense of typical distance values, we measure
the distribution of distances across all (AS,flow) pairs.
The result is shown in Figure 14(a). The figure shows
that around 60% of unknown flows are distance 2 away
from the observer ASes. Distances 1 and 3 follow by
30% and 10%, respectively; the percentage of unknowns
that are further away is negligible. Thus, most unknown
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Figure 14: Distance to flows: (a) all flows (b) recovered flows.
flows are at least two hops away from the observer AS.
Our first set of results characterizes the distance to
flows that can be recovered, aggregating across all ASes.
Figure 14(b) shows the fraction of unknown flows that
can be recovered at each hop distance for varying rank
values. At all rank values, the flows that ASes recover
are primarily at distance 1. Only at rank 1 is there a
non-negligible amount of flows recovered at distance 2
(despite the fact that distance 2 flows are much more
numerous, as shown in Figure 14(a)). The percentage
of recovered unknowns at hop distance 3 and greater is
negligible at any rank. These results show that there is a
strong relationship between the distances to a particular
flow and the potential to recover the flow. In particular,
the unknown flows that an observer AS is most likely to
recover are those that pass through its direct neighbors.
An important set of questions from a business intelli-
gence standpoint concerns the ability of one AS (apre-
dictor) to infer the set of flows that pass through some
other particular AS (atarget). We call thistargeted TM
completion.For example, consider the case described in
the Introduction: an ISP may wish to know how much
business a competitor is doing with a prospective cus-
tomer. In this case the first ISP is the predictor and its
competitor is the target.
To understand the ability of an AS to do targeted TM
completion, we consider pairs of(predictor, target)ASes.
Each pair has an associated hop distance in the AS graph.
After constructing all such pairs and measuring their
distance, we randomly sample 500 pairs at each dis-
tance. We then measure the fraction of the flows visible
in the target that were filled-in during TM completion in
the predictor. That is, letV be the set of elements visi-
ble in the target,U the set of unknown (invisible) flows
in the predictor, andR the set of recovered flows in the
predictor. Then for every pair we compute the fraction
frac = |V ∩R|/|V ∩U |.
The results are shown in Figure 15 as a CDF across
all 500 pairs at each hop distance. The figure shows that
for pairs at hop distance 2 or 3, very little targeted com-
pletion is possible – in more than 95% of such cases,
no targeted completion can be performed. However the
situation is quite different for hop distance 1, which cor-
responds to ASes that are adjacent in the AS graph. In
that case, only 45% of predictors cannot do any targeted
completion. Most predictors can do some targeted com-
pletion, and for 19% of the predictors,all of their tar-
get’s flows can be recovered. Thus, if an AS wishes to
do targeted completion, its best targets are its neighbor
ASes.
While an AS’s neighbors make the best targets, it is
important to note that an AS can have a variety of differ-
ent kinds of neighbors. We focus on three business/routing
relationships that may exist between predictor and tar-
get: they may becustomer-provider(CP),provider-customer
(PC), orpeer-peer(PP). Starting with our previous set of
1-hop AS pairs, we divide pairs into these three groups
and examine the same metric as before (fraction of tar-
get unknowns completed). In the CP group, the predic-
tor seeks to estimate flows passing through its provider;
in the PC group, the predictor seeks to estimate flows
passing through its customer; and in the PP group, the
predictor is estimating flows passing through a peer.
The results are shown in Figure 16. The differences
between the three cases is sharp. The least opportu-
nity for targeted completion occurs when estimating a
provider’s flows; only about 10% can estimate any provider
traffic. The situation is slightly better for peers: about
20% can estimate some peer flows, and a small per-
centage can estimate all of a peer’s flows. However,
the situation is very different for customer flows. Most
providers can estimate a significant fraction of their cus-
tomer’s flows; and 30% can recover all of the flows pass-
ing through their customers.
6. DISCUSSION
While the results in this study are suggestive, they
do not precisely identify the TM completion ability of
12
















Figure 15: Success rate of targeted completion: frac-
tion of target-visible unknowns that can be recovered
in the predictor.
ASes. One reason is that in Sections 4 and 5 we are
only working with a portion of each AS’s visibility ma-
trix. Although the visibility matrices we use have over
30 million elements, this is only about 0.5% of the full
visibility matrix of an AS. That said, we have no reason
to believe that the matrix portions we study are unusual.
Additionally, our results start from the assumption
that TMs have low effective rank. While this fact has
been empirically observed in numerous studies (as de-
scribed in Section 2.2), all such observations to date
have been at limited scale (hundreds or thousands of
rows or columns). When considering TMs of the size
in this paper (hundreds of thousands of columns) it is
an open question whether and to what degree the prop-
erty of low effective rank holds. However, this is a con-
cern only if the AS seeks to complete itsentireTM. For
the results in Section 5 (including the business case de-
scribed in Section 1) an AS is only concerned with com-
pleting a relatively small portion of its TM.
Finally, our results are based on analyzing visibil-
ity, rather than on performing matrix completion on ac-
tual traffic. Unfortunately, space does not permit us to
properly explore actual matrix completion in this paper.
However in another study (omitted for blind review) we
examine the questions asked in this paper using actual
TM completion on real and synthetic traffic data, for real
visibility matrices and using a variety of TM completion
algorithms. That study’s results support the conclusions
in this paper, showing that the factors influencing actual
TM completion show the same characteristics we find in
this paper.
Broadly, the analytic and empirical sides of our study
combine to yield a number of insights. In particular, our
results suggest that:
• ASes in the core of the Internet are not necessar-
ily effective at TM completion.Proposition 3.4
showed that densely-meshed nodes can do TM com-
pletion, but only to a rank limited by the number
of their customers. Empirically we find that core
















Figure 16: Success rate of targeted completion by
predictor-target relationship.
ASes are not uniformly strong at TM completion
(Figure 9(a)). In particular, the core ASes that
have the most peers are not especially well suited
to complete their TMs (Figure 11(a)).
• ASes with many single-homed customers are best
suited to perform TM completion.Propositions 3.5
and 3.8 show that it is good to have a large single-
parent customer tree, and it is better for those nodes
to be arranged in a wide tree rather than a deep
tree. Empirically we find ASes with many cus-
tomers are most effective at TM completion (Fig-
ure 11(a)) and that an AS’s customers contribute
a large number of visible elements useful for TM
completion (Figure 11(b)).
• ASes are most effective at completing matrix en-
tries that correspond to ‘nearby’ flows.Flows that
pass through neighboring ASes are more easily es-
timated than flows that do not pass through neigh-
boring ASes (Figure 14(b)). It seems that typ-
ical routing structures imply that flows that pass
through neighbor ASes are more likely to have sources
or destinations in common with visible flows, thus
making recovery more likely.
• When targeting specific ASes for completion, cus-
tomer traffic is most readily estimated.Among
(predictor, target) AS pairs, the greatest comple-
tion ability exists when the predictor and target are
neighbors (Figure 15) and in particular when the
target is the customer of the predictor (Figure 16).
Thus, not only do customers provide important in-
formation for completing TMs, but they are partic-
ularly good targets for TM completion.
The picture that emerges is that ASes with many di-
rect single-homed customers have a particularly advan-
tageous platform for performing TM completion. This
suggests that ASes with many customers have a perhaps-
underappreciated resource: not only do customers pro-
vide revenue, but the patterns of traffic that they send
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contain considerable information about traffic in other,
more distant parts of the Internet.
7. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have investigated the application of
the emerging concept of matrix completion to the spe-
cific case of Internet traffic matrices. The ability to per-
form matrix completion on traffic matrices would pro-
vide considerable benefit spanning scientific, engineer-
ing, and commercial domains. Our goal is to understand
how the structure of Internet routing and topology af-
fects the ability of a given AS to estimate traffic flows
that it cannot measure. We start by building intuition
through analysis and we then deepen and extend our un-
derstanding using measurements of actual Internet rout-
ing.
We find that many ASes have the ability to perform at
least partial traffic matrix completion. However which
ASes are best at TM completion, and which elements
they can recover, depends strongly on the local topology
of the network. In particular, our study focuses attention
on an AS’s customers as its most important resource
for TM completion. Customers provide rich informa-
tion about traffic patterns; for example, a large array of
single-homed stub customers provides an AS with the
ability to infer invisible traffic even when the missing
traffic is relatively complex (high rank). This suggests
that many ASes scattered throughout the Internet have
visibility into local traffic patterns that is well suited to
inferring the nature of more distant, unmeasurable traf-
fic.
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